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Mariner Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 157 pages. Dimensions: 8.1in. x 5.5in. x
0.5in.A key grip, Dustin Beall Smith explains in this award-winning debut memoir, is the person on a
film set who supervises the rigging of lights, set wall construction, dolly shots, stunt preparation,
and more. Smith worked in the film industry throughout the 1970s, 80s, and 90s. For him, fame by
associationwith iconic stars including Sly Stallone, Susan Sarandon, and Robert De Nirowas just one
of the seductive drugs fueling his high-octane days on the set. The intertwined stories in Key Grip
resurrect memories of how his fathers impossibly ordered life became a goad for Smiths own
reckless journey to manhood. Its trajectory includes a stint as a pioneering sport-parachuting
instructor in the late 1950sa young mans dream job that taught Smith how to hide sheer animal
fear behind male bravado. Much later, as a committed writer and unredeemed seeker in his fifties,
Smith lights out cross-country for what turns out to be a brave, existentially failedand very
funnyattempt at a Lakota vision quest. Beautifully told, reminiscent of both Robert Bly and Ian
Frazier, Key Grip is a fascinating record of the fault lines of one mans...
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This kind of publication is every thing and taught me to seeking ahead and a lot more. It really is rally interesting throgh reading through time. I realized
this ebook from my i and dad recommended this publication to understand.
-- Da x Her z og-- Da x Her z og

Completely among the finest publication I have got possibly read through. It really is rally exciting throgh reading through period. You are going to like
how the writer compose this publication.
-- Modesta  Sta m m  PhD-- Modesta  Sta m m  PhD
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